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WORLD NEWS
Ryanair launches connecting
flights in Milan
Ryanair, the largest airline in Italy extended its connecting flights service
to Milan Bergamo Airport, providing
Ryanair customers with an expanded
route choice, and the opportunity to
book and transfer directly onto connecting Ryanair flights. This come
following the successful launch of
connecting flights at Rome Fiumicino
last month. In other news Ryanair
(Europe) announced the purchase of
10 more Boeing 737 Max 200 “Gamechanger” aircraft, 5 of which will
deliver in the first half of 2019, with
the second 5 delivering in the first
half of 2020.

Airbus
unveiled new
innovations
in Paris.

Nasmyth Group opens new metal treatment facility in California
Pegasus Nasmyth Group announces
the opening of a new metal surface
treatments facility in the Santa Clarita
Valley (SCV) in Valencia, California, significantly expanding Nasmyth TMF’s
footprint and ability to deliver services
to aerospace and defence clients in the
USA. The processing line will be able to
operate 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, providing Type II sulfuric anodizing, Type III hard anodizing, passivation
and chemical film conversion. A new
£4 million-pound production line will
be installed over the next 6 months
and a full non-destructive test department and laboratory will complete the
surface finishing operations.

Pegasus inaugural flight to
Abu Dhabi takes off
Abu Dhabi Airports has welcomed
the inaugural Pegasus flight arriving
from Istanbul, Turkey. The maiden
flight marks the commencement of
a direct service three times a week
between Abu Dhabi International
Airport (AUH) and Istanbul Sabiha
Gokcen Airport (SAW) by Pegasus Airlines. The new low-cost route will be
operated by a Boeing B737-800 with
189-seat capacity.
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Flying outside the box

OEMs spread their wings at Paris
This year’s Paris Air Show was relatively upbeat in terms of orders especially by the big two Boeing and Airbus but the common theme across
all the OEMs was a drive to introduce
new innovations, processes and collaborations.

unit), would allow an aircraft fitted
with it to taxi without using its jet
engines or requiring airport tractors
or tugs.
Airbus also announced that Rockwell Collins has been selected for the
flight operations and maintenance

unit also sends data automatically
into efficiency applications such as
weather, flight planning, logbooks,
maintenance prediction and performance calculators, all of which bring
improved new levels of productivity
and value to airline operations.

Boeing,
aside
Following
the
from using the
completion of
“As an aircraft manufacturer our responsibility Paris show to
an
extensive
R&T phase, an
to our customers does not finish when the unveil its largest
version of the
electric taxiing
aircraft leaves our factory.”
737 programmesolution, called
the MAX 10, the
“eTaxi”, has reJohann Bordais, President & CEO, Embraer Services & Support
company
also
ceived ‘Authorisation To Market’ approval by Airbus exchanger (FOMAX) programme on launched Boeing AnalytX, bringing
and Safran, for application on the the Airbus A320 family of aircraft. together the work of more than 800
A320 Family. Depending on the air- FOMAX is a compact connectivity analytics experts across the compaline feedback, the actual programme unit which collects aircraft mainte- ny, who are focused on transforming
could subsequently be launched nance and performance data and data into actionable insights and cussoon. eTaxi’s electric motors in the automatically sends it to ground- tomer solutions.
main landing gear, powered by elec- based operations and also to mobile
tricity from the APU (auxiliary power applications used by flight crews. The
Continued on page 3

FUNDAMENTAL
STRENGTHS

GA Telesis is a global company known for
providing a wide range of funding solutions to
the capital-intensive aviation industry. Backed by
some of the world’s leading ﬁnancial institutions,
GA Telesis has the resources and experience to
provide asset-focused funding solutions from an
operating lease, a sale and leaseback or a variety
of creative ﬁnancial structures to provide liquidity.
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...continued from page 1
Boeing AnalytX unites existing analytics services and products across Boeing’s commercial, defence and services businesses, its research and information technology capabilities and its family of companies.
“The amount of data created today is unprecedented. But it’s not about
the data on its own, it’s what you do with it,” said Ted Colbert, chief information officer and senior vice president of Information & Analytics at
the Paris Air Show. “Through the products Boeing AnalytX powers, we are
applying scientific processes to data to solve our customers’ most pressing problems today while creating a world of limitless possibilities for the
future.”
Embraer too announced a new service offering with the launch of a fourth
business unit called Services and Support aimed at after sales services for
the more than 2,400 Embraer aircraft currently in operation.

Boradias explains to journalists Embraer’s new services and support business.
Photo: Keith Mwanalushi

“As an aircraft manufacturer our responsibility to our customers does not
finish when the aircraft leaves our factory. We need to ensure our aircraft
are available for our customers to earn revenue and keep their passengers
on schedule. Our new division, Embraer Services & Support, was created
to give this area even more focus”, said Johann Bordais, President & CEO,
Embraer Services & Support.

Boradias was speaking after announcing that South African regional carrier Airlink is taking delivery of first E-Jet and expanding a parts pool programme. “Soon Airlink will have a fleet of 43 Embraer jets, all of which are
supported by our pool programme; it’s pleasing to offer a service proving so
valuable that the customer expands the scope of our contract twice in less
than six months.”

AIRCRAFT & ENGINE NEWS
Philippine Airlines orders seven more
Bombardier Q400 aircraft
Bombardier Commercial Aircraft reported from
the International Paris Air Show that it has
signed an agreement with Philippine Airlines for
the exercise of its seven Q400 aircraft purchase
rights. This latest rights exercise brings Philippine Airlines’ total firm order to twelve Q400
aircraft. The original order for five firm Q400s
with purchase rights for an additional seven was
previously announced on December 8, 2016.
Based on the list price of the Q400 aircraft, the
firm order is valued at approximately US$235m.

ATR signs LOI for 10 ATR 42-600s with China’s Tianju Investment Group
ATR and Shaanxi Tianju Investment Group
(Tianju) have signed a Letter of Intent (LoI) for

the purchase of 10 ATR 42-600s to develop commuter service in Xinjiang, China. The first deliveries are expected to start as soon as possible
in 2018. There is significant potential to develop
commuter services in China and to improve connectivity between smaller towns at the lowest
operating costs. This is a key priority of the Chinese government, which has a new focus in the
development of regional and general aviation in
order to increase quick and efficient access to
smaller areas across the country.

ALC inks order for 12 additional A321neo
aircraft
Los Angeles-based aircraft leasing company Air
Lease Corporation has signed a firm order for
12 additional A321neo aircraft at the 52nd Paris
International Airshow. The incremental order
takes the number of aircraft which ALC has taken delivery of or ordered from Airbus to 279, of
which 70 are wide-bodies and 209 single-aisles.
“The market for A321neos is strong and our cus-

tomers want more aircraft. This latest order for
additional NEOs will fill our customer placement
commitments,” said John L. Plueger, Air Lease
Corporation’s CEO and president.

China’s Xuzhou Hantong signs LOI for
3 ATR 42-600s
Turboprop aircraft manufacturer ATR and Xuzhou
Hantong Aviation Development (Hantong) have
signed a Letter of Intent (LoI) at the Paris Air Show
to purchase three ATR 42-600s to develop commuter services in the province of Jiangsu, China.
Deliveries are expected to start in 2018.

GECAS orders 100 Airbus A320neo aircraft
GECAS has signed a firm order for 100 Airbus
A320neo family aircraft at the 52nd International Paris Air Show. All the aircraft will be powered
by CFM’s LEAP-1A engines. This new order brings
the total number of A320 Family aircraft ordered
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Airbus presents the A380plus

by GECAS to ~600 aircraft. Of these 220 are
A320neo Family aircraft, including 33 A321neo.

KLM Cityhopper orders two additional
E190s
KLM Cityhopper, KLM’s European regional subsidiary, has ordered two additional E190s. The firm
order will be included in Embraer’s 2017 secondquarter backlog. These new aircraft will join the
existing 30 E190s and nine E175s flying with KLM
Cityhopper. Deliveries for the newly ordered aircraft are scheduled for 2018. When KLM Cityhopper’s move to an all-Embraer fleet is complete, the
airline will have 49 E-Jets, the largest E-Jet fleet in
Europe – comprising 32 E190s and 17 E175s

Avolon and Boeing announce order for 75
737 MAX 8s
Avolon, the international aircraft leasing company
and Boeing have signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for 75 737 MAX 8s at the 2017 Paris Air Show. The commitment, valued at US$8.4bn
at list prices, will bolster Avolon’s single-aisle portfolio to meet growing customer demand in that
market segment. The MOU also includes purchase
rights for an additional 50 737 MAX 8s.

Ethiopian Airlines places repeat order for
10 Airbus A350-900 aircraft
Ethiopian Airlines, the largest airline in Africa,
has placed an order for 10 additional Airbus
A350-900 aircraft, enabling further development
of its fast-expanding long-haul route network.
Last June, Ethiopian Airlines became the first African carrier to operate the A350 when it took
delivery of the first of 12 aircraft in order. Today
the carrier operates a fleet of four A350s, two
of which are on lease. This latest order tops-up
the Addis Ababa-based carrier’s fleet, enabling it
to pursue its growth strategy and objectives over
the coming years.

Ethiopian Airlines to purchase two 777
Freighters
Boeing and Ethiopian Airlines have agreed to
purchase two 777 Freighters at the 2017 Paris
Air Show. The order will be reflected on the Boeing Orders & Deliveries website once it has been
finalized. The airline also announced an order
for 10 additional 737 MAX 8 airplanes, exercising options from their 2014 order, which was the
largest for the 737 MAX in Africa. Ethiopian now
has firm orders for 30 737 MAX 8s.

Airbus presents the A380plus

Photo: Airbus

Airbus is presenting a development study for an enhanced A380, the “A380plus”. The study
includes aerodynamic improvements in particular new, large winglets and other wing refinements that allow for up to 4% fuel burn savings. Added to an optimised A380 maintenance
programme and the enhanced cabin features first shown at Aircraft Interiors Expo (AIX) in
April, the overall benefit is a 13% cost per seat reduction versus today’s A380. John Leahy,
Airbus COO Customers, explains: “The A380plus is an efficient way to offer even better economics and improved operational performance at the same time.” John adds: “It is a new
step for our iconic aircraft to best serve worldwide fast-growing traffic and the evolving needs
of the A380 customers. The A380 is well-proven as the solution to increasing congestion at
large airports, and in offering a unique, passenger-preferred experience. ” The new winglets
measure approximately 4,7 metres in height (an uplet of 3.5m, and a downlet of 1,2m). It
is designed to improve aerodynamics and reduce drag. The optimised cabin layout based
on the ‘cabin enablers’ presented at Aircraft Interiors Expo (AIX), allows up to 80 additional
seats with no compromise on comfort: redesigned stairs, a combined crew-rest compartment, sidewall stowage removal, a new 9-abreast seat configuration in premium economy
and 11-abreast in economy. The A380plus will have an increased maximum take-off weight
(MTOW) of 578 tonnes providing the flexibility of carrying up to 80 more passengers over today’s range (8,200nm), or flying 300nm further. The A380plus features longer maintenance
check intervals, a reduced six-year check downtime, and systems improvements, which will
reduce maintenance costs and increase aircraft availability.

Embraer receives firm orders and commitments for E2 family from undisclosed
customers
Embraer has received firm orders and commitments for the E2 family from undisclosed customers. The firm order consists of ten E195-E2s,
with an additional ten purchase rights for the
E190-E2. The firm order has a value of US$666m,
based on Embraer’s current list prices, and will
be included in Embraer’s 2017 second-quarter
backlog. Embraer has also signed a commitment with an undisclosed customer to purchase
20 E190-E2s. The agreement is subject to final
documentation by the customer. With these announcements, the E2s have accrued 285 firm or-

ders, in addition to 445 options, purchase rights,
and letters-of-intent, totaling 730 commitments
from airline customers and leasing companies.

Japan Investment Adviser orders 10 737
MAX 8 airplanes
Tokyo-based Japan Investment Adviser has signed
a commitment at the Paris Air Show to purchase
10 Boeing 737 MAX 8s. The commitment, valued
at US$1.12bn at current list prices, will become
JIA’s first direct purchase of new airplanes. Once
it has been finalized, the order will be reflected on
Boeing’s Orders and Deliveries website.
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Boeing launches larger capacity 737 MAX 10

Ethiopian Airlines previously undisclosed
customer ordering Q400 aircraft
Ethiopian Airlines Enterprise is the previously
undisclosed customer that has signed a firm purchase agreement for five additional Q400 turboprop aircraft. Based on the list price of the Q400
aircraft, the contract is valued at approximately
US$162m.

Delta orders 10 more A321s
After announcing orders for 30 incremental Airbus A321ceo aircraft just last month, Atlanta,
Georgia (U.S.)-based Delta Air Lines has placed
an order for 10 more of the aircraft. Like previous Delta orders for the A321, the 10 aircraft announced today are for the Current Engine Option
version of the largest Airbus A320 Family member. The airline took delivery of its first A321 in
March of last year. Delta now has ordered a total
of 122 A321s, each powered by CFM56 engines
from CFM International.

United converts 100 of its current 737
MAX orders into 737 MAX 10s
United Airlines announced an agreement at the
2017 Paris Air Show to convert 100 of its current
737 MAX orders into 737 MAX 10s, becoming
the largest single 737 MAX 10 customer. United
also announced an order for four additional 777300ER aircraft. United expects to begin taking
delivery of the 737 MAX 10 in late 2020.

Embraer receives firm order for one E190
from JAL
Embraer announced at the 52nd International
Paris Air Show that it has signed an agreement
with Japan Airlines for a firm order of one ad-

Boeing launches the 737 MAX 10 at the International Paris Air Show

Photo: Boeing

Boeing has launched the 737 MAX 10 as the newest member of the 737 MAX family at the
2017 Paris Air Show. The airplane has gained wide market acceptance with more than 240
orders and commitments secured from more than 10 customers worldwide. Customers will be
announcing order details throughout the week. The 737 MAX 10 continues the MAX family’s
range advantage over competing models and will deliver five percent lower trip costs and five
percent lower seat-mile costs.Design changes for the 737 MAX 10 include a fuselage stretch
of 66 inches compared to the 737 MAX 9 and levered main landing gear. The airplane has the
capacity to carry up to 230 passengers. Other changes include a variable exit limit rating midexit door, a lighter flat aft pressure bulkhead and a modified wing for low speed drag reduction.
Like Boeing’s other 737 MAX models, the 737 MAX 10 incorporates the latest technology CFM
International LEAP-1B engines, Advanced Technology winglets, Boeing Sky Interior, large flight
deck displays, and other improvements to deliver the highest efficiency, reliability and passenger comfort in the single-aisle market.

ditional E190 after Embraer marks one year of
E190 operations in Japan. Japan Airlines’ subsidiary J-AIR made its first E190 revenue flight in
May 2016. J-AIR currently operates seven E190s
and 17 E170s – 24 E-Jets in total, with an additional eight E-Jets on backlog. The firm order has
a value of US$50.6m, based on 2017 list prices,
and will be included in Embraer’s 2017 secondquarter backlog.

Aviation Training & Events

Fuji Dream Airlines orders up to six E175s
Embraer and Japan’s Fuji Dream Airlines (FDA)
have signed an agreement for a firm order of
three E175s, with purchase rights for an additional three aircraft of the same model. The
firm order will be included in Embraer’s 2017
second-quarter backlog. FDA currently operates
11 aircraft – three E170s and eight E175s. In ad-
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dition, FDA has also extended the agreement for
Embraer’s Flight Hour Program (Pool) for up to
eight years.

Rolls-Royce wins US$1.5bn Trent XWB order from Ethiopian Airlines
Rolls-Royce has won a major order from Ethiopian Airlines to provide Trent XWB engines for
ten new Airbus A350-900 aircraft, with TotalCare service support, further increasing its order
book for new engines. In addition, the order includes TotalCare for 14 of the aircraft already in
service or on order. In total, the deal is valued
at US$1.5bn at list prices. Ethiopian became Africa’s first A350 operator in 2015 and currently
has four of its initial 14 aircraft in service.

Bombardier signs letter of intent with SpiceJet for up to 50 Q400 aircraft
Bombardier Commercial Aircraft has signed a letter of
intent (LOI) with SpiceJet of
Gurgaon, India for up to 50
Q400 turboprop airliners. The
LOI includes 25 Q400 turboprops and purchase rights
on an additional 25 aircraft.
Based on the Q400 turboprop
list price, an order could be
valued at up to US$1.7bn.

Bombardier and SpiceJet sign LOI for up to 50 Q400 aircraft
Photo: Bombardier

Boeing, GECAS sign order for 20 737 MAX 10

Pratt & Whitney receives ETOPS certification for PurePower engine for Airbus
A320neo
Pratt & Whitney’s PurePower PW1100G-JM engine has been granted 180-minute Extended
Range Operations (ETOPS) eligibility by the European Aviation Safety Agency. The U.S. Federal
Aviation Administration had approved ETOPs
for the engine in December 2016. The ETOPS
certification sets the maximum allowed amount
of single-engine flying time that an aircraft
can be from the nearest suitable airport. The
PW1100G-JM engine powers the A320neo. The
Pratt & Whitney PurePower family has more
than 80 customers from over 30 countries. Inservice performance of the PurePower engine
has demonstrated its ability to reduce fuel burn
by 16 percent, regulate emissions by 50% and
the noise foot print by 75%.

GECAS and Boeing sign order for 20 737 MAX 10

Photo: GECAS

Boeing and GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS), the commercial aircraft leasing and financing
arm of General Electric announced an order for 20 of the new 737 MAX 10 jets at the Paris Air
Show by converting 20 of its current MAX orders to the larger MAX 10 which was launched
Monday.

ENGINE INTELLIGENCE. HUMAN EXPERTISE.
Powered by advanced analytics, Pratt & Whitney experience, and your fleet
expertise. Our shared insights become your most valuable assets.
Learning. Building. Sharing.
ALL TOGETHER, SMARTER.
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LCI orders nine helicopters

Belavia acquires two additional E-Jets for
its Embraer Fleet
Embraer and Belavia Belarusian Airlines Belavia),
have announced at the 52nd Paris International
Air Show, a firm order for two current generation E-Jets: one E175 and one E195 – both for
delivery in 2018. The firm order, which has a
value of US$99.1m based on Embraer’s current
list price, will be included in Embraer’s 2017
second-quarter backlog. The aircraft will join the
four Embraer jets already operated by Belavia –
two E195s and two E175s. The acquisition is an
essential part of Belavia’s fleet renewal initiative
- a core priority in the airline’s business strategy.

Aergo Capital to acquire two ATR72-500s
Aergo Capital has acquired two ATR72-500 aircraft (MSN 715 & 833) from TAT Leasing and
placed both on lease with Afrijet Business Services in Gabon, Africa. The aircraft were purchased as part of a portfolio from TAT. Aergo
Capital’s Chief Executive Officer, Fred Browne
said, “We were very pleased to work with TAT
Leasing on this transaction and to continue our
long-standing relationship with the company.
We are delighted to acquire these aircraft from
TAT and place on lease with Afrijet, an existing
lessee client, as we continue to support the expansion of the airline.”

Boeing has signed multiple contracts and
MOUs on the first day of the 52nd International Paris Air Show:
BOC Aviation has signed a Memorandum of Understanding for 10 737 MAX 10s, subject to internal approvals. The announcement is valued at
approximately US$1.25bnn at list prices and will
be posted to the Boeing Orders and Deliveries
website once finalized.
CDB Aviation Lease Finance (CDB Aviation) has
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
for 42 737 MAX 8s, 10 737 MAX 10s and eight
787-9 Dreamliners. With this commitment, valued at US$7.4bn at list prices, CDB Aviation will
become one of the launch customers for the 737
MAX 10, the newest member of Boeing’s 737
MAX family. Included in this agreement is the
conversion of six 737 MAX 8 orders to the new
737 MAX 10s by the lessor from a previous order.

LCI orders nine helicopters as it takes delivery of a record six units in a month time

Photo: Leonardo

Leonardo and Lease Corporation International (LCI), the aviation division of the Libra Group,
have signed an order for an additional nine helicopters. The order is valued at over US$120m
and covers the entire family of new generation helicopters – the AgustaWestland AW139,
AW169 and AW189. Deliveries will commence this year and continue into 2018. LCI is already
a major customer for Leonardo aircraft, and this latest order adds to its previous orders for
the same types, which now total 49. The versatility and efficiency of the AW169, AW139 and
AW189 aircraft are proving extremely popular with leading operators across the globe. A record five AW169s and one AW139 are being delivered this month, and being deployed on
Search and Rescue (SAR), Maritime Pilot transfers, Emergency Medical Services, and Training
and Utility missions.

and 737 MAX 8 airplanes, are valued at approximately US$2.5bn at current list prices.

prop list price, a firm order for two aircraft would
be valued at approximately US$65m.

SpiceJet has signed a Memorandum of Understanding for 40 737 MAX airplanes. The agreement is split evenly between 20 new orders for
the 737 MAX 10 and conversions of 20 of the
low-cost carrier’s 737 MAX 8 airplanes from its
existing order to 737 MAX 10s.

EL AL Israel Airlines finalizes order for
three additional 787 Dreamliners

AerCap has announced an order for 30 787-9
Dreamliners, valued at US$8.1bn at list prices,
making AerCap the largest customer for the 787
Dreamliner.
ALAFCO Aviation Lease and Finance Company
(ALAFCO) has ordered 20 737 MAX 8s. ALAFCO,
a global provider of commercial aircraft leasing
products, already has unfilled orders for 20 737
MAX airplanes and was also one of the first Middle East customers for the 787 Dreamliner. The
new commitment, when finalized, will boost the
lessor’s order to 40 737 MAXs.

TUI Group has selected 18 737 MAX 10s. TUI
Group already had 70 unfilled orders for the 737
MAX and will convert 18 of these existing orders
to the 737 MAX 10.

Bombardier signs a Letter of Intent with
CemAir for two Q400 aircraft

Tibet Financial Leasing has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for 20 737 MAX
airplanes. The airplanes, including 737 MAX 10

Bombardier Commercial Aircraft has signed a
letter of intent (LOI) with CemAir of South Africa
for two Q400 airliners. Based on the Q400 turbo-

EL AL Israel Airlines has finalized an order for
three 787 Dreamliners at the 2017 Paris Air
Show, firming up additional commitments originally announced in 2015. Valued at more than
US$729m at current list prices, the order includes two 787-8s and one 787-9. EL AL now
has six unfilled orders for 787s, with lease agreements in place for a further seven Dreamliners.

AerCap to lease two 737 MAX aircraft to
Italian carrier Neos
AerCap will lease two 737 MAXs to the Italian
carrier Neos. Based at Milan Malpensa Airport,
Neos will become the country’s first 737 MAX
operator when it takes delivery of the airplane
in 2019. Founded in 2001, Neos caters to Italy’s
leisure market, providing flights predominately
from Milan, but also other major Italian cities,
to destinations across Africa, Asia, the Caribbean
and the Mediterranean.
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Viva Air commits to 50 A320 Family aircraft

LEAP engines awarded 180-minute ETOPS
certification
The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
and European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)
have jointly granted 180-minute Extendedrange, Twin-engine Operations (ETOPS) approval on June 19 to the LEAP-1A engine for
the Airbus A320neo and the LEAP-1B for the
Boeing 737 MAX aircraft families. The engine
approval now paves the way for the aircraft
manufacturers, as well as airlines interested in
operating ETOPS routes, to achieve their own
certification. ETOPS is defined as the number
of minutes flying time from a suitable airport
a twin-engine aircraft can operate in the event
that one engines become inoperable. ETOPS
approval, which is based on engine/aircraft reliability, provides airlines greater route-scheduling flexibility by allowing more direct routes
such as lengthy over-water flights.
Viva Air, owned by Irelandia Aviation, signed a MoU for 50 A320 Family aircraft

Copa Airlines selects 15 737 MAX 10s
Copa Airlines announced an order for 15 737
MAX 10s at the 2017 Paris Airshow. With this
announcement, Copa is one of the launch customers for the 737 MAX 10 airplane and will be
the first airline in Latin America to operate the
newest addition to the 737 MAX family. This latest order is a conversion from a previous order
of 737 MAX aircraft.

ATR sees strong market potential for ATR
42-600 with enhanced STOL capabilities
ATR is finalizing the evaluation for the launch
of a version of the ATR 42-600 with enhanced
Short Take-Off and Landing (STOL) capabilities.
The regional turboprop aircraft manufacturer
is ready to offer this new version, the ATR 42600S, to its current and potential future customers. The ATR 42-600S will substantially reduce the minimum length of runway required
to take-off and land with full passenger capacity down to only 800 meters. By improving
these capabilities of the ATR 42-600s, hundreds
of airports with runway lengths between 800
and 900 meters will be able to welcome the
aircraft, thus increasing business opportunities for its operators. As of today, a large and
ageing fleet of nearly 2,200 regional aircraft
with 30 to 50 seats operate all over the world.
Among this fleet, turboprops account for nearly
60% (1,200 aircraft), and provide an essential
connectivity to smaller and remote communities. These turboprops serve over 3,100 routes
today, with one third of these routes relying
exclusively on these aircraft. The fleet of inef-

Photo: Airbus

Viva Air, the Latin America low-cost carrier group owned by Irelandia Aviation, has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Airbus for 50 A320 Family aircraft, comprising 35
A320neo and 15 A320ceo. The agreement paves the way for the group’s airlines VivaColombia
and Viva Air Peru to base its fleet renewal and network growth on the A320 Family. Viva Air
recently launched Viva Air Peru, the sister airline of VivaColombia. Medellin-based VivaColombia operates nine A320 aircraft and Lima-based Viva Air Peru currently operates two, all with
a capacity of 180 seats. Viva Air is a Panamanian-headquartered group created by Irelandia
Aviation and led by Declan Ryan. Irelandia has successfully developed six low-cost carriers
around the world, namely Allegiant, Ryanair, Tigerair, VivaAerobus, VivaColombia and most
recently Viva Air Peru. Combined, the airlines have a fleet of more than 420 aircraft and have
carried over a billion passengers.

ficient previous-generation regional aircraft will
need to be replaced in the years to come. The
ATR 42 perfectly addresses this market with a
combination of modernity, reliability and the
highest standards of passenger comfort. The
ATR 42 matches trip costs of 30-seat aircraft
while adding seats and driving down unit costs,
thus generating potential to stimulate demand.
ATR sees a potential for nearly 600 deliveries
of 50-seat turboprops in the 20 years to come.

GECAS plans to convert further 30 737800s to freighters
GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS) is planning to convert a further 30 Boeing 737-800s
into freighters. GECAS launched the 737-800
freighter program with Aeronautical Engineers
(AEI) in 2015 and Boeing in 2016. Since then
GECAS has provided each program with a prototype aircraft for modification at separate conversion facilities in Miami and Shanghai. All the
feedstock aircraft will come from GECAS’ existing portfolio and converted when the aircraft

end their current passenger leases from 2018
onward. GECAS currently owns approximately
220 passenger 737-800s that are distributed
across 25 countries. The ASL Group and West
Atlantic Group have already become GECAS
customers for the 737-800 freighter with deliveries occurring from the beginning of 2018
through 2019.

Japan Coast Guard orders three additional H225 helicopters
Airbus Helicopters has been awarded a contract
from the Japan Coast Guard (JCG) for the purchase of three additional H225s. This new order
will bring the JCG’s total H225 fleet to nine units
by February 2020. The JCG had already placed
an order for a sixth H225 in 2016, which will be
delivered in 2018. Under the agreement, the
three H225 helicopters will be used for security
enforcement, Japanese territorial coastal activities, as well as disaster relief missions.
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CDB Aviation signs MoU for 45 Airbus
A320neo Family jets
Airbus has announced that Dublin-based CDB
Aviation Lease Finance DAC (CDB Aviation) has
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU)
for 30 A320neo jets and 15 A321neos, with
cabin configuration and engine choice to be decided at a later date. In addition to this MoU, 15
A320neos from a previous CDB Aviation order
are being changed to A321neos.

BOC Aviation leases 13 Boeing 737 MAX-8
aircraft to Monarch
BOC Aviation has placed 13 Boeing 737 MAX8 aircraft on long-term leases with Monarch,
based in the United Kingdom. “We are very
pleased to assist Monarch with its fleet renewal
and expansion plans. We continue to build on
our long-term relationship with Monarch, which
dates back more than 17 years,” said Robert
Martin, Managing Director and Chief Executive
Officer, BOC Aviation.

AirAsia to order 14 more A320ceos
AirAsia has signed an agreement with Airbus to
order an additional 14 A320ceo aircraft to meet
higher than expected near-term growth on the
carrier’s regional network. The contract, which
is subject to AirAsia board approval, was announced at the Paris Air Show today. This latest announcement will see the total number of
A320 Family aircraft ordered by AirAsia rise to
592, reaffirming its position as the largest airline
customer for the Airbus single-aisle product line.
To date, 171 A320ceos and eight A320neos have
already been delivered to the airline and are flying with its units in Malaysia, India, Indonesia,
Thailand and the Philippines.

Tibet Financial Leasing signs for 20 A321neo aircraft
Tibet Financial Leasing signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) for 20 Airbus A321neos at the Paris Airshow to meet strong market
demand for more modern and fuel-efficient aircraft. Tibet Financial Leasing was established in
2015 as the first financial leasing company in Tibet Autonomous Region.

Ruili Airlines orders 20 737 MAXs
Boeing and Ruili Airlines reported the signing
of a Memorandum of Understanding for 20 737

MAX airplanes at the 2017 Paris Air Show. The
airplanes, valued at approximately US$2.2bn at
current list prices, will be posted to the Boeing
Orders & Deliveries website once all contingencies are cleared.

Spring Airlines: LEAP-1A engines for 60 Airbus
A320neo/A321neos
Value: $1.7 billion
China Southern Airlines: LEAP-1A engines for
50 Airbus A320neos
Value:$1.5 billion

VEB Leasing signs US$1.2bn agreements
for CFM LEAP engines
Russia’s VEB Leasing has ordered CFM International LEAP-1A engines to power 20 new Airbus
A320neo/A321neo aircraft scheduled to begin
delivery in 2019. In addition, the leasing company
has firm orders for LEAP-1B engines to power
22 new Boeing 737 MAX aircraft with deliveries
scheduled to begin in 2018. CFM values these two
agreements at more than US$1.2bn at list price.

Iran Airtour commits to 45 A320neo
aircraft
Tehran-based Iran Airtour Airlines has become
Airbus’ newest customer for the A320neo Family after signing a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for 45 aircraft at the Paris Air Show.
Celebrating 45 years since establishment, the
carrier has now been added to Airbus’ list of
new customers. Operating scheduled services
to domestic and international markets, Iran Airtour Airlines will benefit from the new aircraft to
modernize its fleet and expand its operations to
domestic and international markets. The MoU
is contingent upon all necessary approvals, including those from the Office of Foreign Assets
Control (OFAC). Airbus will continue to act in full
compliance with the Joint Comprehensive Plan
Of Action (JCPOA) and associated rules.

CDB Aviation: LEAP-1B engines for 42 Boeing
737 MAX 8 and 4 737 MAX 10s Value: $1.3
billion
VEB Leasing: LEAP-1As for 20 A320neos;
LEAP-1Bs for 22 737 MAX
Value: $1.2 billion
ICBC Leasing: LEAP-1A engines for 40 Airbus
A320neos
Value: $1.1 billion
Aviall: F110 spare parts distribution for F-16
fighters in select countries
Value: $1 billion
China Eastern: GEnx-1B engines for 15 Boeing
787-9 Dreamliners
Value: $850 million
Air Lease Corporation: LEAP-1A engines for
Airbus A320neos
Value: $725 million
Aviation Capital Group LLC: LEAP-1B engines
for 20 Boeing 737 MAX 10s
Value: $580 million
EVA Airways: TrueChoice Flight Hour support
for CF6-80E1 engines
Value: ~$400 million
All Nippon Airways: five-year TrueChoice Material for CF6-80C2 engines Value: $400 million
Arkia Israeli Airlines: LEAP-1A support agreement for four Airbus A321neos
Value: $200 million

GE and its JV partners receive more than
US$31bn in orders/commitments at Paris
Air Show

Japan Airlines: two-year TrueChoice Overhaul
for 18 CF6-80C2 engines

GE Aviation and its joint venture companies, led
by CFM International, announced more than
US$31bn in orders and commitments at this
week’s Paris Air Show. The orders and commitments included more than 1,700 GE and CFM
engines as well as a full suite of TrueChoiceTM
engine maintenance offerings.

K5 Aviation: LEAP-1A engines for one Airbus
ACJ319neo

Orders/commitments include (all values
quoted in U.S. dollars at list price or over the
life of the agreement):

Value: $75 million

Value: $29 million
Other orders/commitments include:
International Airlines Group: LEAP-1A engines for 55 Airbus A320neos
Add’l info: includes spare engines and longterm support agreement
Avolon Leasing: LEAP-1B engines for 75 Boeing 737 MAX 8s

China Eastern Airlines: LEAP-1A engines for
70 Airbus A320neos

Lion Air Group: LEAP-1B engines for 50 Boeing 737 MAX 10s

Value: $3.2 billion with support agreement

China Aircraft Leasing Group: LEAP-1B engines for 50 Boeing 737 MAX

GE Capital Aviation Services: 200 LEAP-1A engines for Airbus A320neos
Value: $2.9 billion

Turkish Airways: 15-year support agreement
for 150 LEAP-1B engines
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West Atlantic to lease four 737-800 Boeing converted freighters from GECAS

China Southern: 15-year TrueChoice for GE90
engines
GECAS: LEAP-1B engines to power 20 Boeing
737 MAX 10s
SpiceJet: LEAP-1B engines for 20 Boeing 737
MAX 10s
TUI Group: 40 LEAP-1B engines for Boeing
737 MAX 10s
Okay Airways: LEAP-1B engines for 15 Boeing
737 MAXs
Aviation Lease and Finance Company: LEAP1Bs for 20 737 MAXs
Delta Air Lines: CFM56-5B engines for 10 Airbus A321ceos
BOC Aviation: LEAP-1B engines for 10 Boeing
737 MAX 10s
Atlas Air: three-year TrueChoice for 41 CF680C2 engines
Ryanair: LEAP-1B engines for 10 Boeing 737
MAXs
Royal Air Maroc: five-year TrueChoice agreement for CF34-10E engines
Blue Air: LEAP-1B engines for six Boeing 737
MAXs

MRO & PRODUCTION NEWS
SGS Part 145 approved for non-destructive testing of aircraft operating in Europe
SGS, leader in non-destructive testing in France
for aircraft production and assembly sites, has
obtained Part 145 approval for non-destructive
testing. Already present throughout the aviation
industry value chain, from design to production
through assembly, this international approval
extends SGS’s services to maintenance. From
now on, SGS will be present through the whole
aircraft life cycle, from birth to decommissioning! Ten senior engineers and technicians have
already been trained and are operational, and
with its subsidiary in Spain already part 145 approved for NDT, SGS is present throughout Eu-

West Atlantic to lease four B737-800 converted freighters from GECAS

Photo: GECAS

West Atlantic Airlines, a European dedicated cargo airline specialized in mail and express
freight, has agreed to lease four 737-800 Freighters from GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS). The airline will be the first operator to take delivery of the Boeing standard-body converted freighter. GECAS launched the program and provided the prototype aircraft to Boeing
in 2016. The first aircraft is currently undergoing the conversion at Boeing’s modification
facility in Shanghai, with subsequent aircraft delivering in 2018 and 2019. This order will
provide additional capacity to West Atlantic’s existing fleet of more than 50 freighters.

rope, the Maghreb and the Middle-East. To best
meet the requirements of airlines, equipment
manufacturers and constructors, and so to offer
the most complete package possible, SGS made
a request to OSAC in France at the beginning of
the year to obtain part 145 approval for NDT.

(Jazz), a Chorus Aviation subsidiary, whereby
Jazz Technical Services (JTS) will become Bombardier Commercial Aircraft’s first Authorized
Service Facility (ASF) located in Canada. Under
the ASF agreement, which takes effect immediately, JTS will offer aircraft operators heavy
maintenance services from its facilities located
in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Bombardier signs several customer
services agreements

Bombardier has extended and expanded its
strategic alliance with GKN Aerospace’s Fokker
business to provide coverage for the CRJ Series
regional jets. As an Authorized Service Provider,
GKN Aerospace’s Fokker business is therefore
now supporting operators of Dash 8/Q Series
100/200/300 turboprops, as well as operators of
CRJ Series regional jets under Fokker’s industryleading ABACUS program. Aimed at improving
the availability of components and reducing op-

LOT Polish Airlines has signed a five-year Smart
Parts agreement with Bombardier to provide
long-term component management for the airline’s fleet of 10 Q400 aircraft.
Bombardier has enhanced support for operators
of Q Series turboprops and CRJ regional jets by
entering into an agreement with Jazz Aviation

Deployed by more than 1,500 aviation
companies in over 60 countries
Visit us at ap&m Europe 2017 · Booth #B26

Visit www.componentcontrol.com to find out more
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EFW secures second A330-300P2F conversion contract from DHL Express

erators’ repair and overhaul costs, the ABACUS
program provides customized services on a costby-the-hour basis, allowing operators to better
manage the life cycle costs of their aircraft.
Flight Simulation Technique Centre (FSTC), India’s largest stand-alone diversified Approved
Training Organization, has entered into a data
license agreement with Bombardier, and has
ordered a Q400 Full Flight Simulator from FlightSafety International to provide support to Q400
aircraft operators. FlightSafety is a world-leading
supplier of training services, flight simulators,
visual systems and displays.

Elite Airways signs 3-year agreement with
C&L Aviation Group
C&L Aviation Group has signed a 3-year aircraft
maintenance support agreement with Elite Airways to perform aircraft heavy maintenance
services on their fleet CRJ 100, 200 and 700 aircraft. These services will include heavy checks,
aircraft painting, interior refurbishment, and
other maintenance support responsibilities. C&L
is a global aviation services and aftermarket support provider for regional and corporate aircraft
specializing in aircraft maintenance, aircraft refurbishment and re-marketing, quality parts,
sales and leasing, and has extensive experience
working with the Bombardier CRJ aircraft.

Pratt & Whitney expands PurePower
Geared Turbofan engine MRO network
Pratt & Whitney will widen its global network of
providers that maintain the company’s revolutionary PurePower Geared Turbofan (GTF) engines
to include Pratt & Whitney’s Eagle Services Asia
(Pratt & Whitney Singapore Engine Center). The
Singapore Engine Center will become one of Pratt

DHL Express has ordered an additional four firm and 10 optional A330-300 passenger-to-freighter conversions from EFW
Photo: EFW

Elbe Flugzeugwerke (EFW), the joint venture between ST Aerospace and Airbus, reported that
DHL Express has ordered an additional four firm and ten optional A330-300 passenger-tofreighter (P2F) conversions from the Germany-based aviation company. This follows the launch
contract for four similar A330-300P2F conversions that was also awarded by DHL Express in
July last year. The first aircraft under the launch contract is currently undergoing conversion at
EFW’s Dresden, Germany-based facilities, and is on track to be redelivered by the end of 2017.
The contract was signed at the 52nd International Paris Air Show.
& Whitney’s industry-leading maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO) providers located around the
world that deliver high quality maintenance support to GTF engine operators including Pratt &
Whitney, MTU Aero Engines, Japanese Aero Engines Corporation and Lufthansa Technik. The Pratt
& Whitney Singapore Engine Center will provide
engine maintenance for the PW1100G-JM. An estimated capital investment of nearly US$85m will
outfit the facility with advanced capabilities such as
an environment control system and an engine flow
line system. Pratt & Whitney expects modifications
to the facility to start in 2018, and GTF engine ser-

vice to commence in 2019.

FL Technics and Future Metals to launch a
joint spare parts stock in Europe
FL Technics, a global provider of one-stop-shop
aircraft maintenance, repair and overhaul services, has expanded its cooperation with a leading supplier of aerospace metals and other materials – Future Metals – by agreeing to set up
a stock of metal products in Vilnius, Lithuania.
Back in 2015, the US-headquartered Future Met-

Available Engines for Lease
For list
listing
ing below:
Ann Lee,
CF6-80C2B5F CFM56-5B4/3
CFM56-5C4
CF34-10E7

CFM56-5B4/P
APU GTCP 131-9B

For list
listing
ing below:
Dave Desaulniers,
CF34-3B1
PW121 (ATR) PW121-8
PW124B
PW127
PW127F
Engine Stands Available

www.willislease.com

PW123

CFM56-7B24/3
APU GTCP 331-500
PW123E
PW150A

CFM56-7B26/3
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Air Canada extends GE90 support contract with AFI KLM E&M

als appointed FL Technics as its exclusive representative in 12 countries across Central Europe
and Central Asia. Over the two-year-long cooperation with FL Technics, Future Metals doubled
its sales in the region. In order to further expand
the availability of quality metal products for airlines and MROs in Russia, Kazakhstan, Ukraine
and other target countries, the parties agreed to
establish a joint stock of aircraft metals and other specialty items such as seat tracks, seat track
covers, welding rods, safety wire, flight control
cables and more. The stock will be established at
and managed by FL Technics in Vilnius, Lithuania.

Finaero obtains EASA Part 21J for interiors
division, AIP
Finaero pursues its development and announced
at the Paris Air Show the attribution for its interiors branch, AIP, of EASA’s PART 21J certification.
The interiors branch AIP will now be able to certify its own designs through its recent PART 21J
(EASA.21J.561) certification, in addition to its already existing PART 21G (FR.21G.0065) and PART
145 (FR.145.546). This qualification will enable
Finaero to offer its customers an even broader
array of interior design services supported by its
Roissy Charles de Gaulle design, certification and
product office.

OEMServices and GTLK Europe sign MOU
to develop SSJ100 aircraft support
OEMServices, leading provider of integrated
OEM component solutions towards airlines, and
GTLK Europe have found a common approach in
order to develop aftermarket solutions related
to the SSJ100 platform. This partnership is a result of strong synergy between the companies.
OEMServices brings its knowledge of aircraft
support (component services, logistic services,
airline customer relationship management and
technical configuration) while GTLK provides its
expertise as investor and lessor as well as its relationship with leasing customers. “This agreement is a strategic step in our development plan.
The SSJ100 is a key aircraft for us and we expect
this relationship to provide a world class service
towards airlines in all worldwide regions. This
partnership shows the important complementarity between our companies” said Didier Granger, President-CEO of OEMServices.

Sabena technics and AFI KLM E&M to set
up Singapore joint component repair shop
AFI KLM E&M and Sabena technics have signed a
partnership agreement to set up a joint venture
to support A320 and ATR component repairs in

Air Canada and AFI KLM E&M extend GE90 support contract

Photo: AFI KLM E&M

Air Canada and AFI KLM E&M have signed an agreement at the Paris Air Show to extend the
scope and duration of the GE90 support contract originally signed between the two groups in
2010. Under the terms of the agreement, the existing contract has been expanded to include
four additional engines powering the two latest Boeing 777-300ERs to enter the Canadian flag
carrier’s fleet. The contract’s duration has also been extended.

Singapore’s new Seletar aviation cluster. South
East Asia is seeing the world’s fastest growth in
aircraft maintenance and AFI KLM E&M and Sabena technics already support large numbers of
A320 family and ATR operators throughout the
region. Setting up the joint venture will help both
partners meet growing demand for MRO services
throughout the region. This local entity will help
curb costs and shorten TAT for client airlines at
the same time as it will allow them to benefit
from the operational excellence of two marketleading MRO providers, ultimately delivering a
competitive solution to the requirements of Asian
airlines. The 50/50 joint venture will begin operations in Sabena technics’ Singapore component
repair shop, which is already operational at Seletar. The shop will support its mother companies
on their PBH contracts and it will also offer Time &
Material component repair services on A320 and
ATR fleets to third-party regional customers.

AJW Group extends WOW air contract
AJW Group has announced the extension of additional Airbus A321 aircraft to its power-by-thehour (PBH) contract with the Icelandic low-cost
carrier WOW air. AJW originally signed a PBH
contract with WOW air in 2013 to provide support for the airline’s Airbus A320 aircraft. Following the success of the initial agreement, this was
subsequently expanded in 2015 to include Airbus A321 aircraft as well. This latest expansion

means that AJW now supports all of WOW air’s
current generation Airbus A320 family aircraft.

Kellstrom Aerospace launches new technical services division
Kellstrom Aerospace has launched its new technical services division, Kellstrom Aerospace Technical Services. Kellstrom Aerospace Technical
Services (KATS) will provide lessors, operators
and owners of aircraft and engines with tailored
technical services aimed at reducing maintenance
costs. KATS efficiently utilizes the collaboration
between the technical and commercial offerings
of Kellstrom Aerospace Group to provide engine
shop visit management services including; inspections, test cell performance reviews, surgical strike workscoping, on-wing troubleshooting
and component repair management services. Jeff
Lund, CEO, Kellstrom Aerospace commented “We
are very excited to announce Kellstrom Aerospace
Technical Services (KATS) as we see a need from
our customer base for unbiased engineering expertise that reduces maintenance costs while protecting the commercial value of an asset.”

Norwegian selects Boeing to provide
flight training needs
Norwegian has selected Boeing to provide all
its flight training needs. Last year at the 2016
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Farnborough International Airshow, Norwegian
committed to Global Fleet Care (formerly known
as GoldCare) coverage for its 737 MAX fleet and
expanded coverage for the airline’s entire 787
fleet. These services agreements represented
the largest commercial services order in Boeing history. This latest announcement extends
this further to now include all its flight training
requirements across its Boeing fleet. In July, the
work conducted under this contract will reside in
Boeing Global Services, a new dedicated services
business focused on the needs of global defense,
space and commercial customers. Boeing and
Norwegian also announced an order for two additional 737 MAX 8s at the 2017 Paris Air Show.
Valued at US$225m at current list prices, Norwegian now has 110 unfilled orders for 737 MAX 8s.

Boeing, Monarch announce 737 MAX services agreements and new engineering
joint venture partnership
Boeing and Monarch Airlines announced that
the UK carrier has selected Boeing’s Global Fleet
Care — formerly known as GoldCare — for its entire 737 MAX fleet. Through Global Fleet Care’s
Integrated Fleet Solution, Boeing will deliver
maintenance, engineering and parts required
to run Monarch’s MAX operations following the
delivery of its first airplane in 2018. Monarch has
also selected Boeing as its flight training provider
for its 737 MAX fleet and will be entering into
an agreement with Boeing subsidiary AerData
for services pertaining to aircraft records management. The two companies have also reached
an agreement to collaborate on securing additional third-party fleet servicing agreements.
The partnership will seek to capitalize on Boeing’s strength and reach within the industry and
the expertise of Monarch Aircraft Engineering
(MAEL), which has been providing maintenance,
repair and overhaul services to some of the
world’s best-known airlines for 50 years.
Boeing and Monarch also announced an order for
15 additional 737 MAX 8s. Valued at US$1.7bn at
current list prices, the order will grow Monarch’s
737 MAX fleet from 30 to 45 airplanes.

Satair Group signs first major contract
with Safran Nacelles covering global lifetime supply chain services
Satair Group has signed its first major contract with
Safran Nacelles, covering global lifetime supply
chain services for engine nacelle parts and components used on Airbus A340-500/600 jetliners.
Under the terms of the agreement, Satair Group
has now assumed responsibility over Safran Nacelles’ entire supply chain for the A340 nacelle

IAI’s Bedek Aviation Group and Haite Group to co-develop conversion program

IAI and Haite Group sign partnership agreement at the Paris Air Show

Photo: IAI

The Bedek Aviation Group of Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) has recently signed a partnership
agreement with Haite Group, through its subsidiary Tianjin Aircraft Engineering, to co-develop a
conversion program of the B737NG Passenger aircraft into a Special Freighter. The collaboration
was announced at the 2017 Paris Air Show. Bedek and Tianjin expect the new partnership will
be up and running quickly so that the first Converted B737-700 Aircraft is certified and delivered
to their launch customer. The development of Passenger to Special Freighter Conversion of the
Boeing 737-800 has already begun under the same co-development cooperation. The project is
progressing according to schedule and is expected to make Bedek group one of the first suppliers
to reach the market with a certified Supplemental Type Certificate (STC).

elements, carrying out support duties through the
lifetimes of the four-engine aircraft. There are currently 90 A340-500/600s in operation, and Satair
Group estimates the aircraft type will remain in
service beyond 2030. A physical transfer of Safran
Nacelles’ A340 nacelle parts inventory has been
made from the company’s Paris support center to
Satair Group’s Copenhagen facility. Safran Nacelles
will continue a direct working relationship with its
A340 customers for overall customer support, nacelle maintenance and repair (MRO) services – as
well as engineering support.

GE Additive creating world’s largest laserpowder additive machine
GE Additive is creating the world’s largest laserpowder additive manufacturing machine. Tailored
for the aerospace industry, the machine will be
able to print in a “build envelop” of one meter
cubed (1000mm x 1000mm x 1000mm). The development project, announced at The Paris Air
Show, will be unveiled in November at the Formnext Show in Frankfurt, Germany. “The machine
will 3-D print aviation parts that are one meter in
diameter, suitable for making jet engine structural
components and parts for single-aisle aircraft,” said
Mohammad Ehteshami Vice President and General Manager, GE Additive. “The machine will also
be applicable for manufacturers in the automotive,
power, and oil and gas industries.” The initial tech-

nology demonstrator machine, called “ATLAS”, is
a laser/powder machine and will be ‘meter-class’
(1000mm) in at least two directions. The GE team
has been developing the machine over the past
two years and several proof-of-concept machines
have been built. In the machine’s production version (1000mm x 1000mm x 1000mm), the build
geometry will be customizable and scalable for an
individual customer’s project. Its feature resolution
and build-rate speeds will equal or better today’s
additive machines. It is also designed to be used
with multiple materials, including non-reactive
and reactive materials (such as aluminum and titanium). “We have customers collaborating with us
and they will receive beta versions of the machine
by year’s end,” Ehteshami added. “The production
version (yet to be named) will be available for purchase next year.” GE is targeting first deliveries of
the machine in late 2018.

NORDAM to supply anchored honeycomb
panels for Airbus A320neo Leap-1A engine
inlets
NORDAM has signed a long-term contract to
supply Airbus with anchored honeycomb airinlet panels for the Leap-1A engine used on the
A320neo family of aircraft. The agreement will
generate several million dollars of annual revenue, with deliveries beginning early next year.
Set for manufacture at the NORDAM Interiors &
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Structures Division in Tulsa, the air-inlet panels
are comprised of graphite-honeycomb composite skins, as well as laminate profiles and fittings.
The assembled panels will ship to the Airbus
manufacturing facility in Nantes, France for integration into the Leap-1A engine inlet assembly. The panel is the first A320neo composite
component for NORDAM. Other Airbus products
manufactured or repaired across all NORDAM divisions include the A350 XWB cargo-floor crutch
and A350 XWB over-wing fairing shim; a variety
of flight-control surfaces, and a mix of cabin windows, landing-light and wing-tip lenses in use
on the A320 and A320neo, A330 and A330neo,
A350 XWB and A380.

AAR signs extended PBH contract with Air
Austral
AAR has secured an extension to its contract
supporting Air Austral’s fleet of B737NG aircraft,
which began in 2009. “AAR’s successful support to
customers such as Air Austral demonstrates our
flexibility and willingness to understand each customer’s operational needs, which helps us secure
repeat business,” said Deepak Sharma, President,
International Supply Chain, AAR. Based on Reunion Island, Saint Denis and Saint Pierre in the Indian Ocean, Air Austral operates internationally.
Its extensive network provides flights within the
Indian Ocean, Europe, Asia and Oceania.

PPG Central Europe aerospace center
approved for Airbus sealants packaging
The Central Europe application support center
(ASC) operated by PPG in Hamburg, Germany,
has been approved by Airbus for repackaging
aerospace sealants from bulk containers into
customer-friendly point-of-use packages. PPG will
repackage three grades of PR-1782 low-density
fuel tank and fuselage sealant into SEMKIT packages for Airbus and its subcontractors, as well as
Airbus aircraft operators and maintenance and
repair operations in 22 countries across Europe.

Rolls-Royce selects Liebherr-Aerospace
for Trent 7000 engine valve
Aero-engine manufacturer Rolls-Royce has selected Liebherr-Aerospace for the design, manufacture and service of a key pneumatic component, the high-pressure non-return valve, for the
Trent 7000 engine. In this first contract LiebherrAerospace has received from Rolls-Royce, the
company will supply the high-pressure non-return valve for the new Trent 7000. This engine
will exclusively power the Airbus A330neo aircraft. The valve will be designed and manufac-

tured by Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS, Toulouse (France), Liebherr’s center of excellence
for air management systems. The valve’s technology will benefit from Liebherr’s outstanding
experience in designing, producing and servicing
high-temperature and high-pressure pneumatic
valves which have been integrated into the engine bleed air systems of most of the world’s major commercial aircraft programs.

AFI KLM E&M joins Rolls-Royce CareNetwork with maintenance agreement
Air France Industries KLM Engineering & Maintenance is to join the Rolls-Royce CareNetwork
with an agreement covering Trent XWB engines.
Air France KLM has 25 Airbus A350 aircraft on
order with 25 options, all powered by the Trent
XWB. These engines will be supported under a
TotalCare long-term services arrangement, with
engine maintenance carried out by AFI KLM
E&M. In addition, both parties will cooperate
on the repair of Rolls-Royce engine parts and
components. First component repairs to be implemented by AFI KLM E&M are Trent 1000 LPC
shaft and IPC front stub shaft, and Trent 1000/
Trent XWB Tiled Combustion chambers. RollsRoyce is developing its CareNetwork to be more
capable, competitive and flexible as its Trentinstalled base grows.

FINANCIAL NEWS
CDPQ & GE Capital Aviation Services to join
forces in creating global aircraft financing
platform
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec
(CDPQ), a leading institutional asset manager,
and GE Capital Aviation Services (GECAS), have
signed a commitment letter to create a US$2bn
global aircraft financing platform. The transaction is subject to conditions including any required regulatory approvals. This new platform,
to be named Einn Volant Aircraft Leasing (EVAL),
will be involved in the acquisition of modern
fuel-efficient aircraft from a diverse set of global
airlines and in leasing them back to such airlines
under long-term leases. GECAS will source the
transactions and, under a sistership condition,
will invest in aircraft ownership opportunities
alongside the platform to further align its interests with those of EVAL. GECAS will also act as
servicer for the platform. EVAL will provide GECAS with the flexibility to finance future growth
and opportunities, while serving as an entry
point for CDPQ into the aircraft leasing and financing industry. In addition, it represents a key
step in the expansion of the strategic relationship between GE and CDPQ, which has been
built over several years.

TrueNoord closes financing facility for two
Embraer E190 aircraft leased by Air Astana
TrueNoord, the regional aircraft lessor, has
closed the final term financing facility with DVB
bank and PK AirFinance for the remaining two of
the six Embraer E190 aircraft that it purchased
from BOC Aviation earlier this year with leases
attached. These two aircraft are operated by Air
Astana. This new portfolio of six globally operated E190 aircraft spearheads TrueNoord’s highly
targeted on-going development strategy for its
regional aircraft fleet under lease, supported
by investment from private equity firm Bregal
Freshstream and Blackrock. Financing is now
completed for the six aircraft from the BOC Aviation purchase (operated by AeroMexico, TUI (Jetairfly) Belgium and Air Astana) and TrueNoord
is accelerating its acquisitions in the regional
aviation sector with a global remit. Currently the
organization is exploring a wide range of opportunities across Asia as airlines throughout the
region seek new financing solutions for their expanding regional operations.

GA Telesis closes new US$225m syndicated
ABL credit facility
GA Telesis has closed a new five-year, US$225m
ABL credit facility led by HSBC Securities USA
and Fifth Third Bank as Joint Lead Arrangers. The
company originally sought a new US$200m facility. Due to overwhelming interest from existing
and new banks, however, the company upsized
the facility with better terms than its previous
credit facility. The facility comprises seven global, super-regional, and regional banks with HSBC
Bank USA as Administrative Agent. The facility is
a refinancing of an existing US$150m ABL facility
led by HSBC which was set to expire in 2018. The
new facility has a higher loan amount, longer
maturity, and pricing and terms consistent with
or better than the current facility with the support of a larger and more diverse bank group.
The proceeds from the facility will be used for
general corporate purposes, acquisitions, and
funding of future growth. The five-year term and
competitive borrowing costs will provide for financial stability while also allowing the company
to make longer term acquisition decisions.

SIA Engineering Company and GE Aviation
to form Engine Overhaul Joint Venture
SIA Engineering Company and GE Aviation have
agreed to establish a new engine overhaul joint
venture based in Singapore. The joint venture
will provide a full range of engine maintenance,
repair and overhaul (MRO) services for the GE90
and GE9X engines. The GE90 engine exclusively
powers the Boeing 777-300ER and 777-200LR,
and the GE9X engine is the sole engine selection for the Boeing 777X aircraft. The formation
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of the joint venture, where GE will have a 51%
equity stake and SIAEC holding the remaining
49%, is subject to finalization of the definitive
agreements and receipt of required regulatory
approvals. This partnership, which is expected to
have benefits to and beyond the SIA Group, is
made possible by Singapore Airlines’ announcement in February 2017 of a letter of intent for 39
Boeing widebody aircraft valued at US$13.8bn,
which includes 20 777-9s powered by GE9X engines. SIA is also a major operator of GE90-powered 777-300ERs. The joint venture will establish
a state-of-the-art facility, adopting GE’s “Brilliant
Factory” concepts, combining advanced technologies and lean practices with digitization and
data analytics to enhance productivity. Based in
Singapore to handle SIA Group as well as thirdparty MRO work, the joint venture will also
present opportunities for Singapore Airlines, in
terms of job creation, training and additional
service offerings at the Singapore hub.

Military and Defence
Leonardo signs over €100m worth of contracts to maintain German and Spanish
Typhoon fleet avionics
Leonardo has signed contracts worth more than
€100m (US$111m) with Airbus to provide avionics maintenance for both German and Spanish Eurofighter Typhoon fleets. These contracts
will cover all repairs estimated to arise in the
next five years. The service covers all equipment, directly or indirectly, where Leonardo is
the design authority. This includes the majority of the Typhoon’s avionic suite including the
radar, IRST sensor and defensive aids suite. The
five-year contracts will see Leonardo supporting
the Spanish Ejército del Aire and German Luftwaffe Typhoon jets in partnership with Airbus
and Eurofighter. The contracts with Germany
and Spain follow the establishment of arrangements tailored to Typhoon partner nations Italy
and the UK. The Eurofighter Typhoon is in-service with six customers and has been ordered
by two more, most recently when Leonardo
received an order for 28 aircraft from Kuwait in
April 2016. Leonardo is responsible for around
36% of the Typhoon’s programme value, which
includes parts of the aircraft’s structure, avionics
and on-board electronics. The company provides
more than 60% of the avionics for the Typhoon
and leads the consortia responsible for providing
the aircraft’s radar and infrared search and track
(IRST) sensors and its electronic warfare defensive aid suite.

VSR700 demonstrator performs first autonomous flights

VSR700 demonstrator performs first autonomous flights

Photo: J. Deulin- Airbus Helicopters

Airbus Helicopters has started autonomous flight trials of a VSR700 Optionally Piloted Vehicle
(OPV) demonstrator, paving the way for a first flight of the actual VSR700 prototype in 2018.
A light military rotary-wing tactical unmanned aerial vehicle, the VSR700 is being developed
jointly by Airbus Helicopters and Helicopteres Guimbal, the original manufacturer of the civilcertified Cabri G2 helicopter from which the VSR700 is derived. “Passing this first step of autonomous flights with a safety pilot onboard allows us to validate the integration of Airbus
Helicopters’ flight control system with the aerial vehicle and its specific engine installation”
said Bruno Guimbal, President & CEO of Helicopteres Guimbal.
This phase of flight trials with a safety pilot will focus on refining Airbus Helicopters’ automatic
flight control system aboard the OPV, eventually leading to fully autonomous flights without
a safety pilot. The VSR 700 flight control system is a fully digital, multi-channel system with
a very high level of redundancy. It takes advantage of Airbus Helicopters unique expertise in
digital autopilots. Sea trials of a manned Cabri G2 have also recently taken place with the support of a French Navy air defense frigate in order to assess the flight envelope of the VSR700
platform for shipborne operations.

Aviall enters parts agreement with GE
Aviation for F110 engine
Aviall and GE Aviation have signed an exclusive
aftermarket distribution agreement for spare
parts supporting F110-100 and F110-129 engines that power the F-16 aircraft for a select
list of operators. Aviall will assume distribution
responsibilities including forecasting, ordering
and delivering all original equipment manufacturer (OEM) genuine replacement parts for
F110 engines. The agreement has a potential
value of more than US$1bn over the life cycle
of the program.

OTHER NEWS
At the Paris Air Show, Savis and Bradar, affiliated
companies to Embraer Defense & Security, and
Thales announced a cooperation agreement to
jointly evaluate business opportunities in air

traffic control radar and systems in civil and military worldwide markets. According to the agreement, Savis, Bradar and Thales – as well as its
affiliated company Omnisys – will cooperate to
compose new air traffic control radar solutions
with existing portfolio synergies for domestic
and international markets. The companies will
jointly identify, pursue and capture new business
opportunities for their mutual benefit as well as
to better serve their customers.
Airbus wholly-owned subsidiary, Satair Group,
and Metamaterial Technologies and its optical
filters division, Lamda Guard of Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada, have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) which will lead to an exclusive multi-million-dollar global distribution
agreement to bring MTI’s laser protection product metaAIR to the civil aviation market. metaAIR
is nanofabricated as a flexible metamaterial optical filter which can be applied to any transparent surface – such as the inner surface of an aircraft’s cockpit windscreen – to control unwanted
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light sources while not interfering with visibility.
The filter deflects harmful laser beams aimed
at aircraft windscreens, even at high power levels, and from wide angles preventing the beam
from reaching the inside of the aircraft cockpit.
In addition to laser protection at night, metaAIR
may also feature new types of optical protections such as ultraviolet ray protection for daytime operation at cruising altitudes, answering a
long-established concern for many flight crews.
Laser strikes on commercial aircraft have risen
over the years and laser pointers are increasing
in power and decreasing in price. Lasers can distract and even harm pilots during critical phases
of flight and can cause temporary visual impairment. Over 2000 laser incidents were recorded
in the USA in the first four months alone of 2017
according to the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA). In 2015 there were over 10,000 laser incidents reported to the FAA, the UK Civil Aviation
Authority, and Transport Canada.

Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS

Photo: Liebherr

ATR has selected Liebherr-Aerospace to develop, manufacture and supply a new-generation
air management system for the ATR 42 and the ATR 72 aircraft programs. The system will be
developed and produced by Liebherr-Aerospace Toulouse SAS, Toulouse (France), Liebherr’s
center of excellence for air management systems. ATR awarded Liebherr-Aerospace for the
design, production and service of a new generation air management system for ATR’s 42/72
aircraft family. The air management system includes the bleed, air conditioning and cabin pressure control subsystems, together with an optional cooling system that provides supplemental
cooling capacity when the aircraft is on the ground. Liebherr-Aerospace leveraged its unique
experience in air management systems for turboprop and jet engine regional aircraft to design
a highly reliable, system of low weight that is adapted to the aircraft’s particular operating
conditions. The new generation air management system will generate an enhanced on-board
comfort for passengers and crews both in flight and on the ground, while substantially reducing the cost of operations for the airlines.

Michelin and Safran present the world’s first
connected tires for the aeronautical industry.
The innovation, called ‘PresSense’ comprises
an electronic pressure sensor installed within
the tire to greatly improve and simplify ground
maintenance operations. The result of a collaboration between Michelin and Safran over two
years, PresSense is a wireless solution that functions as an embedded system. The electronic
pressure sensor in the tire collects information
on the inflation pressure. The digital data is
transferred remotely, without any intervention
on the tire, by a reader connected to a smartphone, and then to the maintenance database.
A much simpler process than conventional maintenance which requires manual pressure collection through the wheel valve and a manometer
– quite an operation when inflation pressures
exceed 200 psi (15 bar). The deployment of the
PresSense project is scheduled for 2019.

wing and rotary-wing aircraft. The ability to connect records and data across aviation companies
and the IT systems they use to manage their
fleets will drive productivity and data availability. Underpinned by GE’s Predix platform for the
Industrial Internet, this further strengthens the
team in developing meaningful insights and optimizing operations over a wide range of aviation
applications.

GE Aviation Digital Solutions and GE Capital
Aviation Services (GECAS) have announced a
collaborative effort on electronic records exchange standards for the Aviation leasing market. “The recent acquisition of AirVault by GE
Aviation Digital offers an opportunity to further
develop electronic aircraft records gathering,
management and exchange,” said Sean Flannery, General Manager, GECAS Limited. “With
planned enhancements, the product will provide
new applications to airline operations while additionally serving the needs of aviation leasing
companies.” GECAS is supporting the product
development and will look forward to utilizing
the enhanced features as AirVault expands its
capability in electronic record management for
movements between operators of both fixed-

PASSUR Aerospace is partnering with GE Aviation Digital Solutions (GE) to leverage GE’s domain expertise in software development, design
thinking, and FastWorks. The work will take
place in GE’s digital collaboration center in Austin, Texas. With iterative input from their customers, PASSUR is in the process of creating the
next generation of aviation intelligence solutions
to address its customers’ biggest operational
challenges and opportunities with the goal of
improving overall airline and airport reliability,
service, and cash flow – and is utilizing GE to
help accelerate this journey. “PASSUR partners
with its customers to ensure that the best practices from the brightest minds of the industry
are reflected in its software solutions,” said Jim
Barry, PASSUR President and CEO. “GE is bring-

ing the same approach to PASSUR’s digital design
opportunities by applying the best practices of
decision support design to help PASSUR bring
leading-edge solutions to its customers.”
ACCEL Flight Simulation (ACCEL) announced at
the 52nd Paris Airshow that its first Next-Generation Boeing 737 Full Flight Simulator (FFS) delivery has completed Level-D qualification from the
Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) at
the Haite A-Safety training center Tianjin China.
“ACCEL is committed to providing the highest
quality and fidelity simulator available to the
global market,” said Scott Watson, General Manager, ACCEL Flight Simulation. “This first delivery
is an example of our uncompromising commitment to training standards and continuous improvements.”
The Brazilian aircraft manufacturer Embraer and
the German Aerospace Center (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft-und Raumfahrt; DLR) have signed
an agreement to expand their research collaboration in the aeronautics sector. The partners will
work together on a wide range of topics, including reducing noise and emissions, improving the
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aerodynamic and aeroelastic performance of
aircraft, and many aspects of lightweight aircraft
construction using fiber-reinforced polymers
and integrated adaptronic systems. The agreement was announced during the Paris Air Show
at Le Bourget during a meeting between Pascale
Ehrenfreund, Chair of the DLR Executive Board,
Rolf Henke, DLR Executive Board Member responsible for aeronautics research, and Daniel
Moczydlower, Vice-president for Technology Development at Embraer.
GE Aviation and AT&T Internet of Things (IoT)
solutions are connecting the onboard and offboard portions of the Aircraft Health and Trend
Monitoring System (AHTMS)-powered PlaneConnectHTM on the Gulfstream G500, G600,
G650 and G650ER business jets. The two companies made the announcement this week during the Paris Air Show. The AHTMS continuously
acquires aircraft performance data to help identify problems before they occur, and to assist
in troubleshooting difficult to diagnose issues.
When the aircraft lands, AT&T Control Center
and AT&T Global SIM connects to AHTMS. The
system is part of all new Gulfstream G500, G600,
G650 and G650ER business jets. The G650 fleet
“called home” and wirelessly sent data from all
seven continents so far this year. If the customer
chooses, Gulfstream Technical Operations can
have access to the data to further improve its
already best-in-class Product Support.
In a move that will help airlines shift toward alldigital operations, Rockwell Collins has been
selected by Airbus for the flight operations
and maintenance exchanger (FOMAX) program
on the Airbus A320 family of aircraft. The solution, which keeps operators connected to their
aircraft by deploying the infrastructure for secure wireless connectivity, represents Rockwell
Collins’ first major basic content on the A320.
Rockwell Collins’ solution for FOMAX features a
compact connectivity unit that collects aircraft
maintenance and performance data and automatically sends it to ground-based operations.
The unit also sends data automatically to the
growing number of mobile applications that are
being used by flight crews, as well as into efficiency applications such as weather, flight planning, logbooks, and maintenance prediction and
performance calculators, all of which bring new
levels of productivity and value to airline operations. The FOMAX solution builds upon the existing Rockwell Collins SSR-7000 Secure Server
Router to also provide the Wi-Fi network for
secure crew connectivity on the aircraft as well
as the cellular and terminal Wi-Fi equipment. It
also interfaces with all major SATCOM connectivity types.

Engine Leasing Seminar 2017

September 12, 2017, Holiday Inn Kensington Forum, London

Aircraft Asset Management Seminar 2017 September
13, 2017, Holiday Inn Kensington Forum, London

Engine Leasing Seminar, FL 2017

September 19, 2017, Crowne Plaza, Fort Lauderdale, USA

Click here for more aviation events

INDUSTRY PEOPLE
• Tim Brecher, formerly of GE Aviation
Materials, has joined
C&L Aviation Group
as President of C&L
Engine Solutions. C&L
Engine Solutions specializes in large and
Tim Brecher
small corporate and
commercial engine transitions, including
trading, leasing and acquisition of assets.

• In its efforts to strengthen its team to
better serve customers in APAC, Sabre
Corporation made two significant leadership appointments this week. Axel
Bench is appointed as Regional Director
– Asia, and will be responsible for South
Asia, North Asia and Southeast Asia. In
conjunction with this appointment, the
Sabre Airline Solutions business in the
APAC region will be restructured into
three regions: South Asia, North Asia and
Southeast Asia led by Axel Bench, Pacific
region and Japan led by Scott Barratt,
and Mainland China led by Peter Wu.
Clayton Grant has been appointed Senior
Account Director for Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia and Brunei.
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THE AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE MARKETPLACE
Commercial Jet Aircraft
Aircraft Type Company

Engine

MSN

A319-112

CFM56-5B

1429

World Star Aviation Services

Year

Available

Sale / Lease

Contact

Email

Nov 2017

Lease

Tommy Guttman

tguttman@worldstaraviation.com

+972-544-220000

Phone

A320-200

Castlelake

V2527-A5

2097

2003

Q3/2018

Lease

Neil McCrossan

neil.mccrossan@castlelake.com

+44-207-190-6120

A320-200

Castlelake

V2527-A5

2121

2003

Q2/2018

Lease

Neil McCrossan

neil.mccrossan@castlelake.com

+44-207-190-6120

A320-200

FPG Amentum

V2527-A5

3162

2007

Q1/2018

Sale / Lease

Eoin Kirby

eoin.kirby@fpg-amentum.aero

A320-200

FPG Amentum

V2527-A5

3316

2007

Q1/2018

Sale / Lease

Eoin Kirby

eoin.kirby@fpg-amentum.aero

A320-200

Fortress Investment Group

CFM56-5B4

1296

2000

Q2/2017

Sale / Lease

Jeff Lewis

aviation@fortress.com

+1 (305) 833-0309
+353 863 350 004

+353 16398125
+353 16398125

A320-200

ORIX Aviation

V2527-A5

2680

2006

Q4/2017

Lease

Oisin Riordan

oisin.riordan@orix.ie

A320-200

ORIX Aviation

V2527-A5

1383

2001

Q1/2018

Sale

Oisin Riordan

oisin.riordan@orix.ie

+353 863 350 004

A330-200

Castlelake

CF6-80E1A4B

441

2001

Q4/2018

Lease

Neil McCrossan

neil.mccrossan@castlelake.com

+44-207-190-6120

A330-200

FPG Amentum

PW4168A

943

2008

Q2/2018

Sale / Lease

Eoin Kirby

eoin.kirby@fpg-amentum.aero

+353 16398125

A330-200

FPG Amentum

PW4168A

962

2008

Q2/2018

Sale / Lease

Eoin Kirby

eoin.kirby@fpg-amentum.aero

+353 16398125

A330-223

FPG Amentum

PW4168A

979

2009

Now

Sale / Lease

Eoin Kirby

eoin.kirby@fpg-amentum.aero

+353 16398125

A340-313

AerFin

CFM56-5C4

157

1996

Now

Sale / Lease

R. Rosser

Richard.Rosser@aerfin.com

+442921676296

A340-313

AerFin

CFM56-5C4

208

1998

Now

Sale

Robbie Robson

Robbie.Robson@aerfin.com

+44 (0) 7867488152

B737 300
B737-300

W ld St
World
Star A
Aviation
i ti S
Services
i

CFM56 3C1
CFM56-3C1

28873

N
Now

L
Lease

T
Tommy
Guttman
G tt

t tt
tguttman@worldstaraviation.com
@
ld t
i ti

+972-544-220000
972 544 220000

B737-400

World Star Aviation Services

CFM56-3C1

24332

Now

Lease

Tommy Guttman

tguttman@worldstaraviation.com

+972-544-220000

B737-400

Safair Operations

Combi

East Africa

Now

ACMI only

C. Schoonderwoerd

corneliss@safair.co.za

+27 11 928 0000

B737-400

Aersale

CFM56-3C1

27149

1993

Now

Sale / Lease

Craig Wright

Craig.Wright@aersale.com

+1 305 764 3238

B737-800

ORIX Aviation

CFM56-7B26

34701

2006

Q1/2018

Lease

Daniel Cunningham

daniel.cunningham@orix.ie

+353 871774524

B737-800

ORIX Aviation

CFM56-7B26

34705

2006

Q3/2018

Lease

Daniel Cunningham

daniel.cunningham@orix.ie

+353 871774524

B737-800

ORIX Aviation

CFM56-7B26

34707

2006

Q3/2018

Lease

Daniel Cunningham

daniel.cunningham@orix.ie

B737-800

Fortress Investment Group

CFM56-7B26

30160

2000

Q2/2017

Sale / Lease

Jeff Lewis

aviation@fortress.com

+1 (305) 833-0309

+353 871774524

B737-800

Fortress Investment Group

CFM56-7B26

35075

2007

Q2/2017

Sale / Lease

Jeff Lewis

aviation@fortress com
aviation@fortress.com

+1 (305) 833-0309

B737-800

Aersale

CFM56-7B26

30881

2002

Dec 2017

Sale / Lease

Sally Browne

Sally.Browne@aersale.com

+353 86 021 4841

B737-800

GA Telesis

CFM56-7B

28387

Now

Sale / Lease

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

B737-800

GA Telesis

CFM56-7B

28621

Now

Sale / Lease

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

B737-800

GA Telesis

CFM56-7B

29049

Now

Sale / Lease

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

B737-800

GA Telesis

CFM56-7B

28228

Now

Sale / Lease

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

B737-800

World Star Aviation Services

CFM56-7B26

32604

2002

Now

Sale / Lease

Paulo Bettencourt

pbettencourt@worldstaraviation.com

B747-400

Fortress Investment Group

CF6-80C2B1F

32746

2003

Now

Sale / Lease

Jeff Lewis

aviation@fortress.com

+1 415-956-9454

B747-400

GA Telesis

RB211-524

26637

1992

Now

Sale

Stefanie Jung
g

sjung@gatelesis.com
j g@g

+1 954 676 3111

B747-400

GA Telesis

PW4000

29950

2000

Now

Sale

Stuart Weinroth

sweinroth@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111
+1-310-652-0296

+1 (305) 833-0309

B747-400

Jet Midwest

PW4056-3

29906

1999

Now

Sale / Lease

Kevin Lee

aircraft@jetmidwest.com

B747-400BCF

Jet Midwest

PW4056-3

24226

1990

Now

Sale / Lease

Kevin Lee

aircraft@jetmidwest.com

+1-310-652-0296

B757-200F

Aerolease

RB211

22211

Jun 2017

Sale / Lease

Tim Corley

tcorley@aerolease.com

+1 (360) 870-9172

B757-200F

Aerolease

RB211

22611

Apr 2017

Sale / Lease

Tim Corley

tcorley@aerolease.com

+1 (360) 870-9172

B757-222

Bristol Associates

PW2037

25157

1991

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

B757-222

Bristol Associates

PW2037

25322

1991

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

B757-222

Bristol Associates

PW2037

25396

1992

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

B757-222

Bristol Associates

PW2037

25398

1992

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

B757-222

Bristol Associates

PW2037

25698

1991

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

B767-300ER

Fortress Investment Group

PW4062

30563

2000

Q3/2017

Sale / Lease

Jeff Lewis

aviation@fortress.com

B777-200ER

GA Telesis

28999

Now

Sale

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

B777-200ER

GA Telesis

28523

Now

Sale

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

DC8

Aersale

Now

Sale

Craig Wright

Craig.Wright@aersale.com

+1 305 764 3238

No engines

46094

1969

+1 202-682-4000
+1 (305) 833-0309

Aircraft Parts eMarketplace

Browse Parts from
over 3,000 Vendors on

Component solutions you can trust with the world’s
most powerful independent rotable inventory

www.gatelesis.com

April 20, 2015
May 18, 2015
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Regional Jet / Turboprop Aircraft
Aircraft Type Company

Engine

MSN

Year

Available

Sale / Lease

Contact

Email

ATR42-300

Regional One

PW120

51

1987

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

Phone

ATR42-300

Regional One

PW120

57

1987

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

ATR72-500

Aerotask

PW127F/M

761

2007

Now

ACMI Lease

Robert Sitta

fleet@aerotask.ae

CRJ-200ER

Regional One

CF34-3B1

7452

2000

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

+97142500373

CRJ700

Regional One

CF34-8C5B1

10029

2001

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

CRJ-900LR

Regional One

CF34-8C5

15057

2005

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

DASH8-102

Magellan Aviation Group

PW121

113

1988

Now

Sale / Lease

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

DASH8-311

Regional One

PW121

230

1990

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1 (704) 504 9204 x202
+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

DASH8-311

Magellan Aviation Group

PW123

266

1991

Now

Sale / Lease

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

Dornier 328300
Dornier 328300
E170s

Regional One

PW306B

3145

2000

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

+1 (704) 504 9204 x202

Regional One

PW306B

3185

2001

Now

Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

AerFin

CF34-8E

Now

Sale / Lease

Oliver James

Oliver.James@aerfin.com

+44 (0) 2920109898

ERJ-135ER

Bristol Associates

145176 1999

Now

Sale

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

ERJ-135ER

Bristol Associates

145186 1999

Now

Sale

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-135ER

Bristol Associates

145192 1999

Now

Sale

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-135LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1

145410 2001

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-135LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1

145413 2001

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-135LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1

145504 2001

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-145LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1/3

145208 1999

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-145LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1/3

145239 2000

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

ERJ-145LR

Bristol Associates

AE3007-A1/3

145302 2000

Now

Sale / Lease

Ed McNair / Pete Seidlitz

bristol@bristolassociates.com

+1 202-682-4000

F100

Aerotask

Tay 650-15

11498

Now

Sale

Robert Sitta

fleet@aerotask.ae

1994

+97142500373

C
Commerical
i l Engines
E i
Multiple Types

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

Multiple Engines GE / CFM / RB211

Now - Sale / Lease

GECAS Engine Leasing

Sherry Riley

engine.leasing@gecas.com

AE3007 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) AE3007A1

Now - Sale / Lease

Magellan Aviation Group

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

(3) AE3007A1P

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Regional One

Miguel Bolivar

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com

+1 786-623-3936

(2) AE3007

Now - Sale

GA Telesis

Stefanie Jung

sjung@gatelesis.com

+1 954-958-1321

CF34 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

CF34-8E5

Now - Lease

Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey

Kai Ebach

k.ebach@lhaero.com

Regional One

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

GA Telesis

Eddo Weijer

eweijer@gatelesis.com

CF34-10E

Now - Lease

CF34-8C

Now - Lease

CF34-3B1

Now - Lease

CF34-3A

Now - Sale / Lease

(2) CF34-8C5B1

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CF34-3B1

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CF34-10E5A1

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CF34-3B1

Now - Sale

Phone
+1(513)782-4272

Phone
+1 (704) 504 9204 x202

Phone
+49-6731-497-368

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164
+1-954-676-3111

(1) CF34-8C5/B1

Now - Sale / Lease

Magellan Aviation Group

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

(8) CF34-8E

Q4/2017 - Sale / Lease

AerFin

Oliver James

Oliver.James@aerfin.com

(1) CF34-10E7

Now - Lease

Engine Lease Finance

Declan Madigan

declan.madigan@elfc.com

CF34-8E(s)

Now - Sale / Lease

GECAS Engine Leasing

Sherry Riley

engine.leasing@gecas.com

+1 (513) 782-4272

Willis Lease

+1 (415) 408 4769

(2) CF34-10E7

Now - Lease

(1) CF34-3B1

Now - Lease

CF6 Engines
(1) CF6-80C2B1F

Sale / Lease
Now - Sale / Lease

+1 (704) 504 9204 x202
+44 (0) 2920109898
+353 61 291717

Ann Lee

alee@willislease.com

David Desaulniers

ddesaulniers@willislease.com

Company

Contact

Email

AerSale. Inc.

Alan Kehoe

Alan.Kehoe@aersale.com

+353 879 393 534
+353 879 393 534

+1 415 516 4837
Phone

(1) CF6-80C2A5

Now - Sale / Lease

Alan Kehoe

Alan.Kehoe@aersale.com

(1) CF6-80C2B6F

Now - Sale / Lease

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

(1) CF6-80C2B7F

Now - Sale / Lease

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

(1) CF6
CF6-80C2B5F
80C2B5F

N
Now
-L
Lease

Willi L
Willis
Lease

A Lee
Ann
L

alee@willislease.com
l @ illi l

+1
1 (415) 408 4769

(1) CF6-80C2B7F

Now - Sale / Lease

Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

+1 305-520-2349

(1) CF6-80C2B6F

Now - Sale / Lease
GA Telesis

Eddo Weijer

eweijer@gatelesis.com

+1-954-676-3111

(1) CF6-80C2B1F

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CF6-80C2B7F

Now - Sale

(5) CF6-80C2B1F

Now - Sale

+353 1475 3005
+353 1475 3005

aircrafttrading@gatelesis.com

GECAS
Engine Leasing
X

�

Engine Lease Finance
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Commerical Engines (cont.)
CFM56 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) CFM56-3B2-A

Now - Sale / Lease

Royal Aero

Frank Rustmeier

frank@royalaero.com

(2) CFM56-5B

Now - Sale / Lease

GA Telesis

Eddo Weijer

eweijer@gatelesis.com

+1-954-676-3111

(2) CFM56-7B26

Now - Sale

(2) CFM56-5C4

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

TrueAero, LLC

Ed Blyskal

eblyskal@trueaero.com

+1 305-525-7308

(1) CFM56-5C4/P

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.
Engine Lease Finance

Declan Madigan

declan.madigan@elfc.com

(1) CFM56-7B22/E

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-7B26/3

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-5B1/P
CFM56 5B1/P

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-5B4/3

Now - Lease

Phone
+49 (0)8025 99360

+353 61 291717

(1) CFM56-5B6/3

Now - Lease

(2) CFM56-5C4/P

Now - Sale / Lease

Castlelake

Stuart MacGregor

stuart.macgregor@castlelake.com

+44-207-190-6119

(1) CFM56-7B27/3B1F

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

AerSale. Inc.

Alan Kehoe

Alan.Kehoe@aersale.com

+353 879 393 534

(1) CFM56-5B1/3

Now - Sale / Lease

(2) CFM56-3C1

Now - Sale / Lease

(2) CFM56-5A

Now - Sale

GECAS Engine Leasing

Sherry Riley

engine.leasing@gecas.com

(1) CFM56-5C4

Now - Sale / Lease

Magellan Aviation Group

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

(2) CFM56-5B6 TRUEngineTM
((1)) CFM56-7B20 TRUEngineTM

Now - Sale / Exchange

CFM Materials

Jimmy Hill

Jimmy.Hill@cfmmaterials.com

+1 214-988-6670

(1) CFM56-7B24 TRUEngineTM

Now - Sale / Exchange

(1) CFM56-7B27 TRUEngineTM

Now - Sale / Exchange
Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

+1 305-520-2349

AerFin

R. Rosser

Werner Aero Services

Cliff Topham

ctopham@werneraero.com

Willis Lease

Ann Lee

alee@willislease.com

+1(513)782-4272
+1 (704) 504 9204 x202

Now - Sale / Exchange
g

(1) CFM56-5B4/P TRUEngineTM

Now - Sale / Exchange

(1) CFM56-7B22

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CFM56-3B2

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CFM56-7B24

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CFM56-7B26

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CFM56-7B27

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) CFM56-3C1

Now - Sale / Lease

(2) CFM56-5C3/F4

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(7) CFM56-5C4

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(3) CFM56-7B-24

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) CFM56-7B-26

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) CFM56-5B

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) CFM56-7B

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) CFM56-5B4/3

Now - Lease

(2) CFM56-5C4

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-7B26/3

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-5B4/P

Now - Lease

(1) CFM56-7B24/3

Now - Lease

+442921676296

+1-703-402-7430
+1 (415) 408 4769

JT8D and JT9D Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) JT8D-219

Now - Sale

Azure Resources

Jeffrey Young

jeff@azureres.com

+1-954-796-8158

(1) JT9D-7R4D-E

Now - Sale/Lease

Jet Midwest

Kevin Lee

engines@jetmidwest.com

+1-310-652-0296

(1) JT8D-219

Now - Sale

GA Telesis

Robert Huffman

rhuffman@gatelesis.com

+1 954 676 3111

PW Small Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) PW121 (Dash 8)

Now - Sale / Lease

Magellan Aviation Group

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

(1) PW123B/D/E
(1) PW124B

Now - Sale / Lease

Willis Lease

David Desaulniers

ddesaulniers@willislease.com

Phone

Phone
+1 (704) 504 9204 x202

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) PW121 (ATR)

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) PW127E/F/M

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) PW150A

Now - Sale / Lease

(2) PW121 (ATR)

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(2) PW121-8

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) PW123

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) PW127

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(2) PW150A

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) PW127M

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

+1 415 516 4837

(2) PW127F

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(2) PW124B

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

(1) PW120A

Now - Sale / Lease

Chris Furlan

cfurlan@regionalone.com

(1) PW120

N
Now
-S
Sale/Lease/Exch.
l /L
/E h

Mi
Miguel
lB
Bolivar
li

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com
b li @R i
lO

+1
1 (786)
(786)-623-3936
623 3936

(1) PW123E

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Miguel Bolivar

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com

+1 (786)-623-3936

(4) PW126

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Miguel Bolivar

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com

+1 (786)-623-3936

(1) PW121

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Miguel Bolivar

+1 (786)-623-3936

PW119B RGB

Now - Lease

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com
k.ebach@lhaero.com

PW119B

Now - Lease

PW120A

Now - Lease

PW121 (ATR)

Now - Lease

PW124B

Now - Lease

PW123B

Now - Lease

PW125B

Now - Lease

PW127F

Now - Lease

PW150A

Now - Lease

Regional One

Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey

Kai Ebach

+1(305) 759-0670 Ext.164

+49-6731-497-368
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Commerical Engines (cont.)
PW127M

Now - Lease

PW150 GRB

Now - Lease

(1) PW124B

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey

Kai Ebach

k.ebach@lhaero.com

Logix.Aero

Jean-Christian Morin

jcmorin@logix.aero

+33.6.4782.4262

Remi Krys

rkrys@logix.aero

+33.6.2079.1039

(1) PW127F

+49-6731-497-368

(1) PW127M
(1) PW121

Now - Sale / Lease

Royal Aero

Frank Rustmeier

frank@royalaero.com

PW2000 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) PW2037M

Now - Sale / Lease

Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

(1)
( ) PW2040

Now - Sale / Lease

PW4000 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(2) PW4056-1

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Eddo Weijer

eweijer@gatelesis.com

+49 (0)8025 99360
Phone
+1 305-520-2349
Phone

(1) PW4056-3

Now - Sale / Lease

GA Telesis
Magellan Aviation Group

Bill Polyi

bill.polyi@magellangroup.net

(1) PW4168A

Sep 17 - Lease

Engine Lease Finance

Declan Madigan

declan.madigan@elfc.com

+353 61 291717

(1) PW4056-3

Now - Sale/Lease

Jet Midwest

Kevin Lee

engines@jetmidwest.com

+1-310-652-0296

(1) PW4056-3

Now - Sale / Lease

Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

+1 305-520-2349

(2) PW4060-3

Now - Sale / Lease

AerSale. Inc.

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

+353 1475 3005

(1) PW4158-3

Now - Sale / Lease

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

+353 1475 3005

(1) PW4062-3

Now - Sale / Lease

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

(1) PW4056-3

Now - Sale / Lease

Alan Kehoe

Alan.Kehoe@aersale.com

(1) PW4060-3

Now - Sale / Lease

Royal Aero

Frank Rustmeier

frank@royalaero.com

RB211 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(1) RB211-535E4

Now - Sale / Lease

Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

(2) RB211-535E4B

Now - Sale / Lease

Castlelake

Stuart MacGregor

stuart.macgregor@castlelake.com

(1) RB211-535

Now - Sale/Lease

Jet Midwest

Dave Williams

dave.williams@jetmidwest.com

(1) RB211-535E4

Now - Sale / Lease

AerSale. Inc.

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

(1) RB211-524

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) RB211-535E4

Now - Sale

World Star Aviation Services

Sean O Connor

Soconnor@worldstaraviation.com

Tay Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(4) Tay 650-15

Now - Sale / Lease

Aerotask

Robert Sitta

fleet@aerotask.ae

Trent Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

(3) Trent 800

Now - Sale

GA Telesis

Eddo Weijer

eweijer@gatelesis.com

(1)Trent 884

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

AerSale. Inc.

Matthew White

matthew.white@aersale.com

(2) Trent 892

Now - Sale / Lease

TrueAero, LLC.

Brett Slapke

bslapke@trueaero.com

+1-954-676-3111
+1 (704) 504 9204 x202

+353 1475 3005
+353 879 393 534
+49 (0)8025 99360
Phone
+1 305-520-2349
+44-207-190-6119
+1-817-791-4930
+353 1475 3005
+1 415-956-9456
Phone
+97142500373
Phone
+1-954-676-3111
+353 1475 3005
+1 972-584-1606

(4) Trent 556

Now - Sale / Lease

(1) Trent 772B

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Rolls-Royce & Partners Finance

Bobby Janagan

bobby.janagan@rolls-royce.com

V2500 Engines

Sale / Lease

Company

Contact

Email

1) V2533-A5 w/QEC

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Rolls-Royce & Partners Finance

Bobby Janagan

bobby.janagan@rolls-royce.com

(1) V2527E-A5

Now - Sale / Lease

Fortress Investment Group

Tom McFarland

Aviation@fortress.com

+1 305-520-2349

(1) V2533-A5

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Werner Aero Services

Cliff Topham

ctopham@werneraero.com

+1-703-402-7430

Email

+44 20 7227 9078
Phone
+44 20 7227 9078

Ai
Aircraft
ft and
d Engine
E i Parts,
P t Components
C
t and
d Misc.
Mi
Equipment
E i
t
Description
(5) A340 fresh part outs

Now - Sale

A320 Landing Gear with Fresh Tags

Now - Sale

A340 Landing Gear

Now - Sale

Company

Contact

TrueAero, LLC

Dan Barton/Dave Walters sales@trueaero.com

CTCP331-350C (4) PN 3800454-6

Now - Sale

GTCP36-300A, PN 3800278-4

Now - Sale

(1) GTCP36-150RJ, (2) GTCP36-100M,

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Regional One

Miguel Bolivar

mbolivar@RegionalOne.com

GTCP131-9A
GTCP131 9A (2),
(2) GTCP131-9B(2)
GTCP131 9B(2)

Now
-L
Lease
N

REVIMA APU

Olivier
Hy
Oli i H

olivier.hy@revima-apu.com
li i h @ i

GTCP331-200, GTCP331-250

Now - Lease

Phone
+1 772-925-8026

+1 (786)-623-3936

(1) RE220RJ, (1) PW126 RGB, (1) PW901A
(1) APS1000-C12, (1) APS1000-C3

APS500C14(3), APS1000C12(2), APS2000

Now - Lease

APS2300, APS3200(2), APS5000(2)

Now - Lease

PW901A(4), PW901C(2)

Now - Sale / Lease

TSCP700-4E
Neutral CFM56-5B & CFM56-7B QEC Kits

Now - Sale

CFM Materials

Jimmy Hill

Jimmy.Hill@cfmmaterials.com

APS 2000, PW901A

Now - Sale/Lease/Exchange

AerSale. Inc.

Alan Kehoe

Alan.Kehoe@aersale.com

GTCP131-9A, GTCP131-9B , GTCP331-350C

Now - Sale/Lease/Exch.

Logix.Aero

Now - Sale

APU GTCP 331-9B,
331 9B APU GTCP 331-500
331 500

Now - Lease

Engine stands now available

Now - Lease

(2) GTCP131-9B, (2) GTCP131-9A

Now - Sale / Lease

B737-400 main landing gears, with 2015 tags
Now - Sale

+1 214-988-6670
+353 879 393 534

Jean-Christian Morin

jcmorin@logix.aero

+33.6.4782.4262

Rich Lewsley

rlewsley@logix.aero

+44.79.0021.8657

Willis Lease

Ann Lee

alee@willislease com
alee@willislease.com

+1 (415) 408 4769

GA Telesis

Dave Dicken

GTCP331-500B, GTCP331-500B

767-300ER 413K LANDING GEAR

+33(0)235563515
33(0)235563515

ddicken@gatelesis.com

+1 954-676-3111

World Star Aviation Services Tommy Guttman

tguttman@worldstaraviation.com

Azure Resources

jeff@azureres.com

+1-954-796-8158

support@stands.aero

+ 1 305-558-8973

Jeffrey Young

+972-544-22000

737-300/400 LANDING GEAR
CFM56-3 MODULES
Engine stands: Trent 800, PW4000 112"/V2500

National Aero Stands

/ CFM56/ PW2000 & Bootstrap kits
GTCP131-9A, GTCP 131-9B

Now - Sale / Lease

GTCP36-300A
GTCP36
300A, 737-800
737 800 Winglets

Now - Sale / Lease

737-700 & 737-800 Landing Gear

Now - Sale / Lease

737-800 NOSE LANDING GEAR PN 162A1100-5, OH - Now Sale

Werner Aero Services

Julien Levy

jlevy@Werneraero.com

+1 201-674-9999

Reliance Aircraft

Terry Hix

thix@relianceaircraft.com

+1 512-439-6988

Lufthansa Technik AERO Alzey

Kai Ebach

k.ebach@lhaero.com

767-300 Winglets, LH-RH P/N 767-0010-7 & -8
(2) PW901A, (1) PW901C(1), PW125B RGB

Now - Lease

+49-6731-497-368

